PLEASE NOTE:

Data sources for the following static public maps were extracted from more comprehensive City datasets and are continuing to be validated.

Maps do not include every dataset being used in this investigation, and were primarily made for Council’s visualization of the situation at the October 6 City Council meeting.

While it is tempting to develop hypotheses based on these visual depictions, it is important to remember these do not depict all the information being used in the City’s investigation.

Several of these maps reflect incomplete datasets, and many will be updated repeatedly over the coming days for internal investigative purposes.

-October 8, 2014
Water Quality Results
09/24/2014

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Water Quality Results
09/25/2014

Sample Location
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No Sample Taken
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Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
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Disclaimers:
This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
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Water Quality Results
09/27/2014

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Water Quality Results
09/28/2014

Sample Location
Coliform E-Coli
Positive Negative
No Sample Taken

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
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Water Quality Results
09/29/2014

Sample Location

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Water Quality Results
10/01/2014

Coliform  E-Coli
Positive  Negative
No Sample Taken

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Water Quality Results
10/02/2014

Sample Location
Coliform  E-Coli
Positive  Negative
No Sample Taken

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Water Quality Results
10/03/2014

Disclaimers:
- This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool.
- These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimers: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Chlorine Residuals
09/26/2014

Data from:
- City Field Crews
  (Pre Chlorine Boost Activity)
- First Hill SCADA
- City and SPU Field Crews
- Water Main Flushing
  (Post Flush)

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Chlorine Residuals
09/30/2014

Data from:
- City Field Crews
  (Pre Chlorine Boost Activity)
- First Hill SCADA
- City and SPU Field Crews
- Water Main Flushing
  (Post Flush)

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Chlorine Residuals
10/02/2014

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Chlorine Residuals
10/03/2014

Data from:
- City Field Crews (Pre Chlorine Boost Activity)
- First Hill SCADA
- City and SPU Field Crews
- Water Main Flushing (Post Flush)

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Active Construction Sites Inspected 9/29-10/03

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.
Backflow Preventor Inspections Status 10/08/2014

- Backflow Preventors Lacking Inspections (0)
- Backflow Preventors Inspection Completed (16)

Disclaimer: This data was developed for internal use by the City of Mercer Island and are intended to be a general purpose digital reference tool. These data sets are not an accepted legal instrument for describing, establishing, recording or maintaining descriptions for property concerns or boundaries. The City makes no representation or warranty with respect to the accuracy or currency of these data sets, especially in regard to labeling of surveyed dimensions, agreement with official sources such as records of survey, or mapped locations of features.